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[1:10:48 PM] 

 

Good afternoon, everyone. Thank you for joining us for the project. Connect Austin join annual 

partnership meeting of the Austin city council, the Austin transit partnership board of directors. In the 

capital metro board of directors. On behalf of the Austin transit partnership. I would call this meeting to 

order today's Wednesday, November 30th. And the time is 1 11. Pm. Mayor. Would you like to call this 

meeting to order next? Question city council here today participating in the annual joint partnership 

meeting. On November 30th 2022, we're ready to proceed. Thank you, mayor. Church rebellion on 

behalf of the cab metro board. I've been informed that we have a quorum as well. So I called this 

meeting to order at 1 12. Thank you. In this period of time, because I know some of you have a really 

hard stop at 3:30 P.M. And we're starting about 10  
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minutes late. I would like to keep her remarks brief. But also I would like to welcome everyone and in 

the spirit of Thanksgiving, and we just celebrated Thanksgiving last week, I am here as a deep honor and 

gratitude to all of you for carving out the time to join us. To learn about the successes we've had this 

year in advancing this important program for community. I would like to pass it on to you for any 

opening remarks. Remember of Travillion. Okay I'm going to surprise everybody and not talk a lot. I 

think that that we have had an incredible year. I think it's important for us to give our our staff and the 

folks that are working with us the opportunity to tell that story and you know, we have been looking 

forward to not only working together. But building a future for Austin. So I look forward to hearing all of 

the things that need to be said  
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and then reflecting on them and figuring out where we go from there. Thank you. Check rebellion. 

Mayor Adler. I appreciate your leadership, commissioners, leadership and everybody else here. 

Incredible year to go through in terms of transitions and meeting the moment it's going to be a year that 

we approach that's also going to require a lot of work. As we go through additional transitions as we 

figure out how it is, we land this project in a way that that meets the promises and the potential. But 

also does it in a way that does justice by our by our taxpayers. I know we can do it and anxious, to watch 

this process proceeds. Thank you, mayor. As a reminder the joint powers agreement calls for the Austin 

transit partnership to convene an annual meeting of the three parties to review the status of project 

connect.  
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Including several required components that you'll see presented as well as highlighted in the 2022 

annual management report. A copy of which you will find in front of you. And the audience may find the 

annual management report on atp's website at www 0.80 P T X .org we're delighted to convene with 

you today, and today's conversation is assigned to encourage dialogue as we mark the second year of 

this important project. To learn and share with one another. Also at the end of this meeting, as we wait 

for a couple of more council members were going to have a celebration of their leadership. So please 

stay, for a commemorative photo at the end, so please don't don't rush out and leave us, okay? Ah, so 

we're gonna jump right away to the annual management report. So without further delay. I will start 

with the presentation and  
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I like to recognize the staff of the Austin transit partnership, the staff of capital metro and the city of 

Austin, who is joining us to present the project connect annual management report. So, Greg, I'll hand it 

over to you. Thank you. Chair welcome, everyone. We're glad we can convene and in the in the spirit of 

brevity, commissioner, I just want to also thank and acknowledge city manager Kronk, assistant city 

manager fiandaca and the captain natural CEO Barry Watkins. I think what you'll see. Today is really this 

partnership and action as we formed and matured. Our relationship over this past this past year, and 

we're going to talk about some of her success is talk about how we're moving forward, but we're really 

excited about, the framework and the friendships and the relationships that we formed in these 

partnerships over these last months, so I'll just quickly before we started. Okay. Just acknowledge, Gina 

dot if you want to say something before we begin this first agenda on the annual report. Thank you,  
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Greg. Daddy Watkins, interim CEO for cat metro and just wanted to before we have staff dive into the 

report to talk about what we accomplished. Remind everyone that this is a very long term program that 

we are in year two. And so, while we are very proud of all of the work that we've done, we know there's 

still a whole lot more left to go. Cat metro has been very involved in this process as one of the funders of 

project connect and being responsible for the delivery of some of its key elements, including its early 

programs. Which as metro rail improvements and metro rapid we have. It has been our pleasure to 

partner with the Austin transit partnership in the city folks design these elements. It's always important 

that we talk about the program as a whole. And so I'm excited to hear, staff from each of the three 

partners to talk about what we've accomplished. The folks that you see before us, join our teams that 

work around the clock to support transit in this community both today and  
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the future expansions. The accomplishments that we highlight today or not be accomplishments of 

those of us sitting up here, but the accomplishments of our very talented staff. And on behalf of the 

community, I'm proud to be a part of an organization that gets to support this team. Finally I want to 

thank the governing bodies, most, especially the cat metro board for supporting the program, asking the 

tough questions and being are champions year round. So thank you again for the opportunity to 

highlight our work on this partnership. We're really looking forward to the conversation. Thank you, 

miss Watkins. Thank you so much. And thank thank you. Chair and Greg , showing to really take a 

moment to acknowledge all the hard work that's brought us to the point where we are. Today we 

celebrated some council action a couple of weeks ago that you know, meaningful improvements and 

meaningful initiatives that are moving this project forward and we see before us so the staffs that are 

gathered together I don't know that we've had the collection of staff  
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talent that we have right here collectively presenting, but this embodies the true spirit of the 

partnership. It seems like you know, it's too short years ago that under the leadership of manager Kronk, 

we assembled the city team to support projects connect. And so we are proud to present what we have 

here and to move this project forward that our community has trusted us with. I want to thank our 

council members and the cap metro board. For for convening this group and for giving the city direction 

to provide the transit and the mobility options and choices that our community needs. Thank you. Thank 

you, Mr fiandaca correct with that again . Thanks everyone for being here and we'll get started. As you 

can see, in front of us are in front of us. We have a collection of 80 P captain metro city of Austin staff, 

and we're  
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joined by the chair of the C a. C as well so thank you today. We want to have a dialogue with you about 

where we are on project connect and how we've advanced this program over these early years. And so 

this first agenda item is really recapping where we are some of the accomplishments we've had in some 

of the emerging topics we've had so on slide four. We're going to short focus on equity as we know, 

project connect was built off of our communities, values about equity and advancing equity for Austin . I 

think it's important that we start there today with the conversation. We're going to have a conversation 

about where we are in some of the other project elements besides light rail some of the progress we've 

made on those talk about the emerging topic on on the equitable transit oriented development process, 

and then the displacement as we know Austin is unique in the country that we were able to with the 

leadership of the city council and the capital metro board to  
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invest in, displacement prevention as part of a transit election. It was really the first that it happened in 

this country. We certainly like you get a lot of comments about how did we do that? And I think it's 

important today. If we can. We'll spend some time talking about the progress on that. Those efforts as 

well and then finally talk about where we are with our community and how we continue to work in 

advance all of these topics with our community, so with that I will turn it over to Courtney Chavez with 

our she is our diversity, inclusion equity officer with the Austin transit partnership. Good afternoon, 

everyone and say I am Courtney Chavez, director of equity inclusion at Austin transit partnership. Nice 

to see you all today. Exciting to kick off this this big discussion. So , as Greg said, we are starting on a 

conversation around equity . We're continuing that conversation on equity because we've been having it 

pretty extensively in consistently throughout the year. Ah what you'll see on the screen is a joint 

commitment to seek legal goals and metrics. Essentially this is a pullout from the joint powers 

agreement that requires  
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all of the bodies here to look at and bring forward the key, goals and metrics that we're going to use in 

order to monitor the forward looking progress of this project. So as we move forward into 2023, we're 

going to start to bring alignment between all three bodies to identify what those key goals and metrics 

are. How are we going to measure them how it built into the process of decision making for the options 

that we're gonna be putting forward and also agreement on the outcomes were looking for next slide. 

And so I say this and I'm using the slide not as an educational piece, because what I see when I'm looking 

at all of you is that we all have a general understanding of what equity means in this work. We all have 

our own policies. We all have our own practices. We all have our own visions of what we wanted to be 



in project connect where we need to get you. Is alignment and an overarching vision so that we can be 

clear on the measures we  
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can be bring clarity to the words that were using because we use equity pretty consistently throughout 

all of our documents. In that sense, we want to make sure that we're moving towards and 

understanding of the impacts and outcomes that we want to see what our values are for this project. 

Investors heart chair of the community advisory committee, or C a. C I just want to mention that really, 

you know , first I want to thank all the community leaders here and all the folks that put in all this effort 

on equity and making sure that we were focused on this effort. And I also want to thank our staff for the 

work they've done since to really make progress on that goal. So as a community advisory committee, 

we have been involved in part of this process to a working groups and other things in defining what 

those metrics look like. What are the community engagement practices? How do we make it more 

community facing, so it's been an exciting time working with our staff to make sure that we're really 

moving towards meaningful progress on the equity related goals of the overall project. We also 

understand that this is a long term part of the work. This will  
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be an ongoing piece of the work to the entire lifetime of project connect and all the different 

infrastructure work that we will have to do, so we realized that it's not something that we will be able to 

do quickly and immediately and the last thing I'll just say is, I think you know as we're doing this great 

internal work that gortney and team will be presenting, and Greg talked about. We're also looking at 

how do we make this work? More community facing so that our equity piece becomes more community 

facing and we can build the bring in the community and a lot of the conversations that we're having, and 

more and more we're seeing in the community advisory committee that folks are excited to see the 

work that is happening. Thank you. Next light. So, to that end, you've seen the global view of equity 

within the project itself and where we're heading, so I'm taking a step back and getting granular with 

each piece of where we're heading with equity within 80 P itself, and so as we build the strategy 

because we're still young organization we cannot lose sight of the internal organizational structure side 

of equity along with the external  
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outputs, so all of it combines together it matters who's at the table. It matters what our practices and 

policies are internally that then feeds into how we are going to deliver the light rail project. And so to 

that end, we're still building. We're still young. We're moving forward with our policies moving, moving 



training forward. And figuring out all of the aspects of equity that will embed so that eventually every 

person that sits here today will be an equity expert along with me. Next slide. So getting even a little bit 

more granular. It was mentioned that we have specific report outs when it comes to workforce and 

equity policies and updates. And so this is the more external focused view of what equity is for the 

project from an eight perspective, so a lot of accomplishments this year as we were building we had our 

title six program plan adopted, which is the baseline of equity. It's where D E I policies come from. 

We've adopted and implemented are disadvantaged business enterprise program, which is, in line with 

federal regulations,  
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so we are able to put goals on contracts and start to build out that program or extensively. I have here 

we've initiated workforce development strategies. So within the jpa. There's very specific requirements 

related to better builder. Some other construction careers programs so those will be more connected to 

when we get to the construction phase business impact fund as well. What we're starting here now is 

setting up a an ecosystem of workforce development where we can look at a way that will build a 

mobility workforce process for the community here. That means. Ensuring that people in community 

who want to get jobs have access to not only construction jobs but can move into cat metro jobs for 

operations and maintenance can potentially move into other jobs around and that we're going to build a 

pipeline that encourages advancement as we go, so we're in the process of building that now for adp 

itself. We've begun our L a. With workforce solutions, getting some conversations going there to  
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support the cat metro aioli that was adopted recently. We are looking forward to seeing that evolved as 

we get into the next year. Finally strengthening our partnership and collaboration community advisory 

committee. It's something that it's actually very near to the work that I do because I know extensively 

rely on this for a lot of discussion and dialogue as we keep going, and so I appreciate all the work that 

the has done. Next slide. Thank you and good afternoon. My name is Molly king. And I'm the executive 

vice president of project connect integration for cat metro. I'm also joined today by my colleague 

sharmila Mukherjee, executive vice president of planning and development for cat metro. I'm pleased to 

share it with you today, the monumental progress that cat metro has made and partnership with eight P 

in the city in support of the project connected program. We continue to champion expanded transit 

service for our community with  
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the goal of delivering these new services as quickly as possible to serve and connect the city. As you all 

know, project connect is about more than just bringing light rail to Austin. There are more immediate 

improvements to our existing transit network that we're bringing to the community as part of project 

connect, spinning, bus and commuter rail services. We have three metro rail capital improvement 

projects underway, the first of which has reached substantial completion. Decline to Leander. Double 

tracking was the first capital project of the program to break ground back in September. 2021 it delivers 

on the commitments of project connect to provide improved service in this corridor, providing another 

set of tracks on the existing metro rail red line between the lake line and Leander stations. This allows 

for improved service, including reduced travel time along the red line. We're excited to say that we are 

nearly complete and anticipate hosting a ribbon cutting and early 2023. Additionally many of you joined  
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us over this summer at a groundbreaking celebration for the much anticipated Mccullough station. The 

station will not only serve the Q two stadium but also better connect the growing community around 

the stadium to our transit network. I'm proud to say that this project continues to be on time and on 

budget, and it is anticipated to open in time for the 2024 Austin fc season to that, I say at least owes 

Verde finally we broke ground on the broadmoor station, a P three projects that will be completed in 

early 2020 for this new station will provide greater access to and from the quickly growing area around 

the domain, including the uptown 80 X development. Next slide, please. You have seen this video 

before, but it is always so exciting to see construction and progress. The video was taken on site at qala  
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. I'm grateful to our team for working so hard to get us to this point where we are building and truly 

delivering benefits for our community. Next slide, please. In addition to these commuter real projects 

that are currently under construction. We have two additional capital investments for the red line. First 

quiet Zones, one through the quality of life for folks living adjacent to the red line by reducing the 

frequency of train horns. Even more importantly, these quiet Zones are coupled with significant safety 

enhancements at the crossing itself themselves, which is always a priority for cat metro. Second, we are 

working through the design of an underpass for commuter and freight rail service near the intersection 

of airport and Lamar. Traffic in this area paired with real activity is a challenge for mobility and safety, as 

we all know. In addition, this would potentially contribute to cost savings for the proposed light rail 

alignment. This year. We've  
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advanced initial design work for this future safety and mobility improvement project and are 

anticipating environmental clearance in the coming weeks ahead of submitting a grant to complete this 

project. I want to thank our partners at the city at P, and also at tech stop for working through this 

opportunity with us. Next slide, please. In addition to our red line improvements project connects first 

two metro rapid lines are under construction, and we are making great progress to bring all electric 

busses to serve them. Pleasant valley and expo center. Metro rapid lines are significant investment in 

the equitable transit in our community, and we are proud of the construction progress we're making on 

both. We've completed nine stations between the two projects and 16 stations are currently in the 

construction pipeline. And I can't emphasize enough how exciting it is that these lines will feature an all 

electric fleet. We have busses currently on the assembly line at two different plants and are looking 

forward to bringing some of the shiny new electric bus  
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service to our community in 2023. I would be remiss to move off the slide without expressing my 

appreciation for our partnership with the city and a teepee on metro rapid we're extremely thankful for 

their involvement in this work both through the permitting process is, of course, but also through their 

investment in additional mobility and utility improvements as part of the metro rapid projects. We have 

said before, and it is true that project connect as a transit expansion program, but the entire community 

benefits from it, especially through the investment in high quality bike and pedestrian infrastructure, 

new traffic and pedestrian signals and improved utility. Infrastructure. Thank you. Next slide, please. 

Finally in terms of capital projects. We're continuing the final stages of design for the park and ride 

facilities. These parking rides are critical anchor points at the end of the metro rapid lines , and they 

provide convenient access to transit for customers  
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who aren't within walking distance. They also support our electric vehicles with overhead , charging, 

keeping our busses moving for longer periods of time. The cat metro board authorized the purchase of 

eight acres of expo center property from the city of Austin for the expo center park and ride goodnight 

ranch. We are in close collaboration with the developer for the parking right at that location in 

anticipation of the site planning process next year. While they sound pretty straightforward. These 

facilities benefit our customers and the surrounding community with amenities such as spaces for 

wheelchair charging while customers wait for their bus, electric vehicle charging infrastructure for the 

public and new traffic signals to enhance the safety of all roadway users. Next slide, please. In addition 

to being a requirement of the J P a, and the contract with the voters centering equity in our construction 

of these projects is the right thing to do. The construction product contracts  
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for the metro, rapid and metro rail projects have been procured in accordance with cat Mitchell's 

disadvantaged business enterprise, or db program and include the worker protection stipulated in the 

joint powers agreements such as living wage and workers come to the extent possible. Additionally cat 

metro has hired a firm to conduct on site monitoring, ensuring that these protections are in place. They 

will complete the monitoring, in addition to what cap metro is required to follow as a recipient of 

certain federal funds. Next slide, please. I want to briefly touch on another critical project that cat metro 

embarked upon in 2022 that's updates to our fair programs to increase transit access and for equity. The 

cat metro board approved these changes to the fare structure and policy in 2022. And we're currently 

piloting the technology internally in preparation for roll out to our customers in 2023. These changes 

enhance equity by ensuring everyone has access to our past discounts,  
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not just those who can afford or even just plan ahead to ride at the beginning of a month. We've also 

added an additional reduced fare category for the most financially vulnerable in our community. 

Services as part of project connect, will use the cat metro fare structure once operational, so we're 

excited to continue to build upon this formula for fair transit fares. I kept metro. We continue to be 

dedicated to providing transit service to our community and expanding the expansion of our network 

with the goal of delivering these new services as quickly as possible to serve our community. I 

appreciate your support, and your time today I'll hand it over to sharmila to now. Discuss sorry, Todd 

program. Thank you, sheriff. Thanks Molly. I'm travel a sharmila Mccurdy. I'm E V P planning and 

development at cabinet true. And next slide, please. To the yes. Thank you.  
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I'm here. I'm very excited today to just give you all an update on our equitable transit oriented 

development. I wanted to talk a little bit about how is it different from traditional T O D. That is 

something that you all are familiar with. And what brings E to the T. O D. This effort that we are hearing 

a lot about now. It was initiated in 2020 with a federal grant. It's F T a T O D planning grant that we 

received for 900,000 at that point that was the highest award in that year, followed by in additional 

grant in 2021 to support that $1.65 million of F T 80 ud planning grant support came out to this to make 

this possible, so I wanted to acknowledge that as I talk a little bit about our partnership are incredible 

partnership with city of Boston that got us to this point. So  
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why is this important? We are talking about project connect. And why are we talking about it? Todd or 

equity in context of project connect. It is because as all of you know the land use and land use in high 

capacity transit, go hand in hand, the viability and visibility of high capacity transit cannot be achieved 

without transit. Supportive, blamed use framework. So we thought, as project connect, was gaining 

ground and getting up to speed after property. We thought that they didn't be phenomenal to be able 

to help the city, give a helping hand and learn and get educated along the way. How best to bring equity 

into traditional T O D. So what is that? What brings into T O D. So it's about creating new economic 

opportunities for residents of all income levels and actually give policies some teeth to it. Mitigate 

displacement and unintended adverse outcome of new development. Many of the other cities in the 

country have done this and after after the  
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fact after the system was built , and here we have a unique opportunity to be able to create that 

framework with our land news authority partners, so we have a consistent planning policy across the 

board. And then encourage markets supported development to happen along with it. So I reason it's 

important is that 50, a capital, investment grants, criteria, land use and economic development are 

16.5% each, which allows 33% of the overall ft. A new starts reading criteria to be devoted to this, so it's 

as important as it is to do good for the community as mayor mentioned the potential and promises we 

wanted to make sure the product connect program of project doesn't leave behind the ones that need it 

most. I will pass it on to Rosie. But before I go, I just I wanted to mention that we had this to grants that 

were dedicated to this. They covered existing conditions dashboard, which was  
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increased transparency to all ah , along with a finished study that included 98 stations along light rail, 

commuter rail and metro rapid routes. So what was our objective? Our objective was to give city a 

baseline. That Rosie is gonna go in depth about the top policy plan in the next slide. And we wanted to 

make sure that cat metro city of Austin in collaboration with atp come up with a plan. That really 

support and position project connect program of project. In F T a federal competitiveness right in that in 

that process, as well. And if T recognize that cabinet troop and city of Boston was able to prove that are 

focused on equity and prioritizing underrepresented voices. And we were rewarded. And this is what I 

offer a good news. I'm really excited to announce that we have received this year. Fourth year in a row. 

Another $900,000 to support our  
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equitable transit oriented work and this time with focus on implementation, so we're being noticed. It's 

being addressed and referred to as one of the templates for Todd countrywide. And I'm really happy to, 

pass it on to Rosie to talk about how she's going to use it, and this was an incredible partnership and the 

template of this multi agency alignment as I would call it. I think it would be a great template for project 

delivery as well. Thank you, Mr Miller, before we move on church pavilion wants to say a word. I just 

wanted to say a couple of things because I think staff is being modest as it relates to investment in the 

eastern crescent. As as you all know, I joined cap metro's board in 2018. And the first vote that we had 

was for Capri map. And I actually voted against that because it took 12 routes out of precinct one. And I 

thought that  
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, these routes where some of the most important to our community and put voice to that, but through 

our board chair at the time and the rest of the colleagues on the board and the hard work of staff since 

2018 kept metro has invested more than $26 million in the eastern crescent to try to restore some of 

the things that were lost, but also to prepare us to go forward in an equitable fashion when we talk 

about, parking rod coming into the expo center when we talk about the use of pick up routes going all 

the way up, des out to wells branch, the staff has done an exceptional job of doing what the community 

needed. While we're preparing to do additional things as we go forward, and I did not want this 

opportunity when we're talking about equitable transit opportunities to go by without recognizing the 

significant  
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commitment of staff and the organization to make sure that that the eastern crescent is not left behind. 

Thank you for mentioning that, and congratulations, sharmila and the team for this remarkable 

accomplishments. Thank you. Mr love. Hi Rosie. True love, the director of the housing and planning 

department for the city of Austin. And thank you, sharmila for teeing us up to talk about the city's work 

on the E T O D policy plan. And you'll hear kind of echoing throughout all of our remarks the importance 

of the partnership that we feel exists between these agencies. So thank you for the continued 

partnership as well. Project. Connect as we know is a once in a generation investment in our community 

and the purpose. And the purpose of the E T O D policy plan is to develop a comprehensive framework 

to ensure that development around the project connects system supports this investment while 

addressing historic inequities in our community with better  
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transportation, access, affordable housing and increased access to economic opportunities to enable all 

members of our community to thrive. The Austin city council has embraced the goal of equitable transit 

oriented development and in 2021 , they approved a resolution directing staff to partner with cat metro 

on the equitable transportation oriented development study and to bring back a system wide E T O D 

policy plan. Housing and planning staff have partnered with the community and kept metro to develop 

the E T O D policy plan that builds on a foundation provided by the study. The plan defines six major 

goals by which we will gauge success. Ah ah includes information about existing conditions and 

categorizes future project connects to stations into a typology. The plan includes a toolkit of policies that 

can be applied to support equitable transit oriented development. And some of these policies in the 

toolkit are already being applied, including the activities funded with the 300 million anti displacement 

funding, while others will require future work on the part of the city, cap,  
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metro and our partners. The plan also prioritizes stations for future planning services and includes a 

work plan for station areas, specific planning and regulatory changes in the short and long term. Next 

slide, please. Next Thursday on December 8th. The Austin city council will consider a resolution adopting 

the Brodie policy plan in initiating specific implementation activities if approved by council next steps 

over the next two years, would include amending. Imagine Austin amending the land development code 

to create an E T O D planning program, creating and applying a voluntary code overlay. Developing 

station area vision plans for north Lamar transit center in south congress transit center. Developing 

recommendations for possible future modifications to the east Riverside corridor plan and developing 

an equity scorecard to evaluate private development at station areas. Next slide, please. While we are 

making these amendments and plans to  
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ensure that the city of Austin can deliver something different , knowing that historically, communities of 

color have often been negatively impacted by transit investments, in addition to the Ito planning 

process, the project connect anti displacement funds are another tool that we are using to provide 

different outcomes to vulnerable households. And the contract with the voters. We were tasked with 

creating an equity tool to guide the anti displacement investments. City staff recruited individuals who 

had at least one characteristic that generally makes a household vulnerable to displacement through 

this deep commit this deep engagement process. We co created the equity tool with community 

members. The resulting tool continues to inform how we are proceeding with our anti displacement 

investments. The report is called the nothing about us without us report and there is a link on the slide, 

and we're happy to provide any additional information about that. Should you guys ask for it? Next slide, 

please. We also created a series of anti displacement maps. The data in  
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these maps help staff to better understand the composition of neighborhoods. For instance, we can 

identify the number of renters and homeowners within a given neighborhood. The data also allows us to 

see at the census track level households risk factor that might make them more vulnerable to 

displacement. The information helps the city to be proactive with our strategies to help stabilize 

communities. We encourage folks to check out this map. Ah, this map series that we have. It's available 

at, that the link that's on the screen. I won't read it out, but I do encourage everyone to familiarize 

yourself with with the maps. Can I get the next slide, please? With the initial $65 million allocation. We 

focused our efforts on a balanced mixture of both short and long term strategies to reduce 

displacement pressures. Short term solutions included 20 million in funding to community based 

organizations to address a variety of housing needs for renters and homeowners. With the balance of 

the funding. We focused on land acquisition and producing additional affordable  
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housing units. You can see that the three different funding areas highlighted on the slide 23 million for 

land acquisition 20 million for our community initiated solutions and 21 million in real estate 

development. As far as achievements were very proud of the fact that the Austin housing finance 

corporation recently approved allocation of $20 million for community initiated solutions to 14 different 

organizations. In our real estate development realm. We have five developments, that are resulting in 

380 units below 50% median family income and 23 ownership units below 80% median family income 

and for our land acquisition program, we have hundreds so far, 162 units preserved of naturally 

occurring affordable housing. So we're very happy to share those accomplishments with you. May have 

the next slide, please. We are continuing to collaborate with community partners as we enter next year. 

Housing and planning staff is working with the CIA to finalize anti displacement budget priorities  
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for the next three years. We will also be prioritizing work that provides transparency around our 

deliverables, including a public facing dashboard to show where the anti displacement investments have 

been made. And as was mentioned before we are, we will be working with our partners at atp and cap 

metro to establish anti displacement and equity key performance indicators and I will now turn it over 

to unique. See if I can reach. Thank you, Rosie. And thank you for the work that you're doing with the 

300 million anti displacement. It's quite impressive and a hard act to follow. But I'm going to try a Nick 

today and the mobility officer, for the project connect office at the city of Austin and in addition to the 

city's role in E, T O D and displacement prevention, the city has put together a project connect office, in 

the city manager's office to specifically support the Austin transit partnership and capital metro. In the 

design permitting and  
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delivery of the project connect program of projects, which is no small task. Two weeks ago, we took an 

important step forward in improving the city's permitting processes for the program as a whole. City 

council approved unanimously and ordinance that provides a foundation and a one stop shop for project 

connects specific regulations that will benefit the program. As it proceeds. We as as the program 

proceeds, and we know more about how we can be efficient in in keeping true to city values and also, 

implementing the project we will be adding on to this to this ordinance, but it's one place where the 

public can go with transparency to one ordinance number to find out about how and what is changing in 

order to realize project connect. The ordinance was result of a resolution that was passed in October of 

2021 by the city council with accompanying,  
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support resolutions from the capital metro board and the Austin transit partnership board. Asking us to 

look at what we might know initially as obstacles to implementing this program and to and to be two 

steps ahead, because as we know from looking at programs across North America that permitting 

processes and land use regulations can often be things that put projects behind schedule. Along along 

with. The along with the ordinance. I want to give praise to, almost all the departments about 25 of our 

40. Some departments. Who had a hand in this ordinance. So our office the project connect office, is 

trying very, very hard to incorporate project connect into the DNA of the organization because it's going 

to be here for a while and we're going to need to think differently to deliver project  
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of this scale. So I want to say thank you, publicly to all the departments who also helped with this, with 

this ordinance next slide, please. So in addition to, policy support the project connect office has been 

very active as miss king pointed out. Proactively helping currently right now, with metro rapid design 

and permitting, as well as the red line, metro rail double tracking, and also as we work through the work 

we're doing right now with, with the light rail during the pause so again this year. We are we have 

coordinated again with with all the key departments to make sure that we can move forward with metro 

rapid double tracking, and the light rail and inefficient way. And we've also been focusing, a big 

accomplishment this past year has been with our utilities, Austin energy, Austin water and watershed in 

in  
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putting together what is called a utilities rules of practice, which is a guidebook on how the departments 

and the leadership in the departments will approach coordinating utility relocations and any changes to 

our criteria that may happen that may need to happen. It's a first step. And a very important first step 

and it is complete and it was. It was a lot of rolling up our sleeves and working through a lot of nitty 

gritty it is being administratively reviewed and will be signed off in the next couple of weeks, and then 

we will continue the work to make some changes that were identified that that needed to happen 

through separate processes. Lastly, I want to, beforehand the presentation back over to Courtney to talk 

about centering the community. I want to give a plug. To a bbc. Ah, story about project connect that is 

told through the eyes of the community and features are at pp board chair Veronica Castro de Barrera, 

and I want to thank  
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the mayor for his involvement with C. 40 cities, which is a membership of global mayors who , want to 

tackle climate change , and, they decided to do a project to highlight cities who have significant local 

initiatives that tackle climate change. And guess what Austin and project connect was picked. And the 

interactive story is told through the eyes of many community members. It's really good. It's at bbc dot 

com story what works and encourage you all to look at it. And I thank you both mayor and chair but 

Casler de Barrera for your effort on that, and with that, I'll pass it over to Courtney to talk more about 

center and community voices and project connect. Thank you. Next slide. Thank you, honey. Okay, so I 

get the fun part of talking about all of the engagement that we have done across all three bodies this 

past year. I hope what you're  
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taking away from this conversation is how much work we have done. It has been extensive and that is 

no less in our community engagement. Efforts as well. And so, slide. 25 26 are images of a lot of the 

engagement we've done across our, our partnership. It's been really. Moving us into a new phase of 

centering centering community values, meaning that we're shifting the way that we do community 

engagement to ensure that we're going to work community is to make sure that we are identifying 

locations communities areas where we maybe have not been as active or effective in engaging before 

and learning from that process to move us and develop new new methods of engagement. We know 

that by doing this by having ongoing it's an outreach. Our goal is to build trust to maintain and gain new 

relationships where they did not exist before that will encourage more people to provide us  
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feedback in our services in how we're doing our work because the purpose is to do it for the community. 

So with that, we know that there's still work to be done in this process. Absolutely hands down. We will 

continue to work and grow in that space to know how to move into more community led processes 

around engagement. It's an ongoing process. We're continuing to learn and welcome any feedback from 

that as well. And so with that, I believe that concludes our discussion at this point, if their questions. 

Thank you so much. Team this is a really heavy lift, and I demonstrates the hard work also because it's 

quiet work a lot of times behind the scenes, so when you don't see machines turning like Molly, you 

have all the eye candy right with the videos of all the construction. Turning but there's so much work 

behind the scenes that you all have done. So really, I think just passing this resolution and thanking 

council for passing the resolution recently about permitting. It's a major win, so  
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thank you, everyone for that work. With that, Craig, do you want to continue? And actually, this is a 

really good moment for a for the next 25 minutes. Because we're a little bit behind schedule. This should 

be a dialogue. Any questions that the this diocese has member kitchen. Yeah I just want to say well, first 

off, I want to say thank you. I really appreciate the time to highlight the progress that has been made. 

It's just a reminder to all of us. That project connect is a, it's a comprehensive program, and it covers just 

a whole range of pieces. And, you know, you all have given us a good overview of all those pieces and 

the progress that we've made. And so I appreciate that, and it also emphasizes how integral to all this. 

The equity aspect is, that it's not a it's not  
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something that we do. In addition, it is. It is what we do with project connects, so I appreciate that. I do 

want to highlight one other piece and just ask arabi brag on it a little bit, and that's the metro bike part 

because I just want to remind folks that project connect also includes metro bike , which is that first last 

mile thing, and then we're talking about electric bikes. And so that's another piece. You know, we talked 

a lot about the parking rides really important in the br, the bus, rapid transit lines and all of that. But just 

want to remind folks that we've also made significant progress over the last few years around metro 

bike. So and I don't know if our staff wants to say anything about that. So I personally see metro bike as 

incredibly powerful. First and last mile as you mentioned and not just a person last mile. It's just it's 

organic to  
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Austin's cultures, so I think it's also supporting the active trans transportation environment . I see that as 

a supportive transportation option for project project connect program of projects without a doubt. So 



how well we integrate that with future light rail and stations and our metro rapid lines that is, what are 

sort of design details would come into play. But we're very proud of that. Thank you for bringing that up. 

MM hmm. Thank you so much. Well , like any questions, anybody else has comments, questions? 

Member. Hyper medicine. Thank you. I appreciate being recognized. I just wanted to sort of double 

down on I was listening as you my ears always perk up when I hear community engagement because 

more often than not, I'm disappointed at the effort. And I just wanted to say that I have actively been 

watching to make certain that the steps are being taken to consider community engagement to  
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council member kitchens, point and imperative. Component. It's not. You know an additional variable. It 

is a part of the equation from the start, and I really appreciate the level of intention that's gone far 

word. I will never say that we can't go a little bit further when we're taking into consideration how we 

execute really comprehensive. Culturally competent community engagement. But I think given the 

nature of the system systems, you know, housing, land use urban planning transit infrastructure. These 

are traditionally conversations that include laypeople. But here we are making decisions hundreds of 

years worth of transit infrastructure decisions that affect everybody. But somehow we inherently leave 

folks out of the dialogue. I think a part of the problem there that that makes it a little bit difficult for us 

to transcend the inherent difficulty is that folks who speak transit infrastructure are  
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speaking Japanese and everybody else is speaking Portuguese. We don't even speak the same language. 

Half of a don't know what you're talking about, and I think that sort of imbalance always leaves room. 

For leaving a bad taste in people's mouths. The very nature of adult education is you first have to get 

adults who are learning to trust you to teach them and not patronize them when you do it, and so I 

recognize fully recognized the level of complication that, this sort of real comprehensive community 

engagement requires. But things that are important typically are difficult. So I just wanted to say that as 

a person who has decided to reserve the right to be perpetually critical. I am impressed. Thank you very 

much for putting forth and necessary level of intention and thought. It's noticed. Thank you. Major  
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pretends. Thank you. I really appreciate. The breadth and depth of the work and the presentation and 

clearly a on these pieces, which were always intended to be some of the early out. Pieces for the 

project. We're making really good progress, and I appreciate that we're able to sort of highlight that and 

how that's happening. I did want to give you an opportunity, though, to identify any challenges in these 

areas, that we need to be mindful of as the bodies that are governing each of these organizations that 



ultimately make it easier or harder for you to cooperate. Amongst yourselves. And I asked that assuming 

that we're going to be hearing a lot about, some of some of the  
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aspects with the light rail that are decision points. If there are similar questions for these earlier out. 

Portions that we should hear about. If there's not, that's great. I don't have a problem. If there's not, I 

just wanted to give you an opportunity to service. I'll start a neat Brodie. Yes. Thank you for the 

question. Mayor pro tem. You know, there's always going to be challenges with our successes and you 

know, from the from the city project connect office side of things. You know, it's we're balancing all, city 

values and having to look at a lot of trade offs, which will be translated to what we talked about in the 

spring with with you all. And so, you know, just recognizing that that are that are those are challenges 

that we work with everyone across this table. Every day, and we, we be were diplomatic about it, and 

we're trying to get to the right to the right solution, but I don't have anything specific to  
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point out. But just recognizing that there will be hard decisions as we move the program forward. And 

the only thing I'll add, is that what Anika said is a testament to how well we're working together at the 

staff as a team to make sure that as we see challenges, we are being proactive and being able to engage 

in and answer those challenges as they come. Thank you. Thank you. Anybody else has any other 

comments? I like to take this opportunity to welcome our board member Juan Garza. He's new to this 

group, and I also wanted to take this moment to recognize and thank the partners. Member Stratton. 

Member cooper. Council member Ellis and mayor put them alter for selecting our new board member. 

That is that there was a heavy lift and big shoes to fill with Dr Burnett absence, but we are so grateful to 

have you join  
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us. And welcome to the group's member. Garza do you have any words to address the group and we 

want to? We want them to get to know you too sure. Here I thought I would just kind of fade into the 

background. You didn't give me that chance, did you? I'm delighted to be here. Thank you, for the 

opportunity is considered it an honor to be here. I will work hard as I can to make a difference. And in 

that vein, thank you so much for your work. I really appreciate what you've done is a lot. I'm new, so it's 

kind of blows me away. For the benefit of those, but folks like me that aren't as up to speed as you are. I 

would appreciate a macro map. When you finish your project that shows where in the service area it is 

and then come to the specific project. I think it gives a better picture of how the entire service areas 



being impacted. Thank you. Welcome again and thank you for your leadership and your kindness and 

joining us  
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in this heavy lift together. Thank you. Any other comments? Yes, remember Renteria? Yes, thank you. 

Chair. I just want to say that you are doing an excellent job. I went to, to meet with the administrators 

there in Washington, D C with the chamber of commerce and one of the first comments that came out 

of the minister. Is that how you are dressed in that this placement issues? And, I got to tell her that the 

only elected official here we were able to convince alright citizens to support us and to vote for 3 $300 

million you know, really solution for displacement that we're going to have to address so when I went 

with the national leader city here just two weeks ago, I ran into at least here. Police here, Jane. And she 

was very impressed. With what? How we're doing. Here in Austin, and  
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I just wanted to let that let you all know that you know she knows what you are how but you are doing 

and she really wants to say thank god for doing such a great job. Thank you for that council member. 

And I would be remiss if I didn't recognize nefertiti Jackman. She's our community displacement 

prevention officer and she's in the room, smiling wave nefertiti , and she's doing an amazing job as she's 

lifting this this brand new, honestly. Record breaking fantastic. Innovative approach to how we handle 

displacement pressures associated with real construction, so we're very excited to be part of this. Thank 

you. Member kitchen. And yes, and thank you, memory. Renteria council member renter? Yeah, for 

bringing that up. I also just wanted to mention I know it's been, particular challenge, to figure out how 

to,  
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how to address community initiated, solutions with the with the, you know, with anti displacement 

dollars, because that's been a really new process. And you know, it's a piece of what we're doing. The 

land acquisition, the real estate development were more more familiar with how to do that. But how to 

work with specific, communities along the lines, the communities that have been identified by data as 

those at risk of anti displacement and really get into the level of understanding exactly what's going on 

in those areas. And fitting solutions. To those areas because each of those areas is different. It's 

challenging, and fitting those solutions to those areas in a way that works for the people who are living 

there right now is even more challenging. So I appreciate all the progress that nefertiti and her team, 

newroz and your team have made in that  
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regard. And, just want to say thank you for that. I know that as we continue going down that road that's 

going to be even more and more critical. 300 million is a lot of money. But 300 million is also not a lot of 

money when we're talking about and, you know, and. Ah ah. Council member harper-madison knows 

very well you know, I appreciate your comments also, that, that 300 million is a lot of money, but not a 

lot of money, and it needs to be focused on solutions that are going to work in specific areas and that 

work for people who live there and who know what they need. So just want to say thank you for your 

efforts. Thank you. Member kitchen. I on that note, you know, on slide 21 . You did showed the three 

areas of how the displacement prevention investments are being  
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allocated. And one thing I'd like to remind the public is that those three criteria or three categories were 

defined by the see a C. They sent those recommendations through. To the group. But the part I'm 

curious, and I know this was a unique approach with giving the ground to 20,000,002 14 organizations. 

So my question is how do you when did you hear back from them on what they're recommending. Is 

there a timeline for that? Sure, I would love to invite nefertiti up to the table to share a little bit more 

detail about, the timelines associated and how , how we took the perspective of the C a. C and turned it 

into the community initiated solutions rfp that that are I'll call it an rfp. That that came out and how we 

got to the point of having the contracts and we were at thank you. Thank you so much, nefertiti. Okay so 

the  
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community initiated solutions they were informed by the racial , anti displacement, racial equity, anti 

displacement tools , so they help working with community members helped to prioritize where the 

investments would be going. And from that. What we did. We took those recommendations and that 

report to the C a. C then we worked with the a. C to look at the report, the final report and staff 

recommendations, and so we decided to prior prioritize the three buckets based upon what was in that 

equity tool reports , so that's how we came up initially. With the three buckets recognizing also, that 

council had approved the $23 million previously for the land acquisition, and so those three priority 

areas are in alignment with what community members had identified. And those, forgive  
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me for the time frame. I can tell you where we are now. In terms of establishing the next set of 

recommendations for the next three years. We've finished the community engagement process , the C 

a. C. Led that engagement process and they will be bringing to mayor and council recommendations. In 

January. I believe in January or sometime in early 2023. For the next, three year increments, so we're 

sort of looking at this over three year period, so that if we decide if the CC and based on the feedback 

that they've received if we go for with the community initiated solutions, community based 

organizations will have enough time to begin to prepare. But then we're also we're giving ourselves time 

to look at. What does this first phase look like? Thank you. And I thought of this might come up because 

he could speak more to the timeline in terms of where  
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they are moving forward with future recommendations for the next three years of funding. Thank you. 

Thank you. Chair of the community advisory committee. Thank you. Never did. I think that pretty much 

covered everything. But I would highlight is the way we did the community issues solutions and 

identified those 14 organizations was 12, very community driven process to really engaging that, but 

also what we what it really was was. We highlighted water priorities that we would like to see around 

supporting homeowners and tenants and looking at other anti displacement strategies, and based on 

that received proposals so the 14 organizations we know what kind of items they're looking at. And 

what kind of strategies are thinking of, and we see a gamut of it. Everything from supporting 

homeowners? You know , looking at some of the legal work that they have to do, looking at down 

payment assistance, rental assistance, providing, you know, assistance to tends to organize. So on and 

so forth. There's a large array of strategies that they're doing. And as we continue over the next few 

years, we've had very close. You know, working relationship with nifty and her  
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team. Of making sure they were tracking metrics of getting good outcomes from that work, assessing it 

as we move forward in the ensuring that we can replicate some of those programs in the future. Thank 

you so much . I mean, I think when my curiosity stems about what's so unique about the community 

initiated solutions is that they're very organic, right. Like sometimes we think that we can come up with 

all the solutions. But when we reach out and think of different ideas something new can come up. But 

what? How do we evaluate those? And are they scalable? Because this is a very large pro program and 

problem to solve and I do commend you all for taking the initiative to tackle this. Challenge head on and 

before we put in the light rail system in place, so this is really commendable. So thank you for your for 

your leadership and your wisdom. Appreciate it. Any other questions. No. So we  
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thought I'd like to take this opportunity to, chair yes. Oh, I missed you. I'm sorry. Yes. Okay, I almost 

didn't say it, but I decided I'm going to. It's not a question so much as a statement. I want you to take a 

look around the room. And it looks to me like the future of transit is female. Did you all notice the 

makeup of this room? That's all just an observation. On that day out, you know that 70% of transit riders 

around the world are women. So do you have identified a very important statistic? Yeah. So thank you 

for that wonderful and I appreciate all of the wisdom. And now that we have a full, diets, you know, we, 

today's a particularly special day because we want to acknowledge. The incredible dedication. Of every 

one of you that's represented  
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here today. And we have colleagues who will transition from their current roles. But who will they note 

that remains steadfast in their advocacy for project connect. And we want to acknowledge that 

distinguished service of our friends and colleagues who have guided project connect to success. Starting 

with major Steve Adler , who I keep calling you that the who coined the phrase is the. The renaissance of 

mobility. You know, we're entering the golden age of mobility. Thank you for your leadership. And 

council member and vice chair and kitchen. Council member Kathy tovo and cancel member Pio 

Renteria, who will no longer be with us at city council, but your courage and your dedication and your 

leadership has brought us to this point. And this organization. The Austin transit partnership wants to 

recognize that courage and that we want to show you a token of our appreciation. Morris an invitation 

for you to continue  
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to join us on this journey. So just because you get off the city council diet doesn't mean you get off the 

hook. So we hope that you will continue to advocate and be a champion with us for the long journey 

and without like to present to you all a gift that we have prepared. For you. And so as we transition staff 

for the next part of our agenda if everyone could please join me on the center part so we can present 

this token of appreciation to all of you. Thank you. Where are we going?  
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I don't want to sit down. Looking at trouble.  
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Spicer.  
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So now that we have the staff back on on deck. Can we get started on the next part of her presentation? 

Please. Because we have a I think some people have a hard stop at 3 30 . Correct yes. So I want to make 

sure that we stay on task. So now we're going to, so we will now move on into our briefing and 

discussion on the  
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library status update and with us to have our executive director, Greg canally. Thank you. Chair. I think 

as we talked about a few comments were made that it's always important for us to recognize that the 

project connect program in itself was a program of multiple projects. And as you just saw, we have both 

an integrated and intricate delivery of many of those efforts, that are rooted in equity rooted in 

advancing the goals of our community, and we're very proud of the progress that we've all made 

together, and I think that's the most important thing we talked about. Our report transforming transit 

together. And that's something that we at Austin transit partnership are really focused on as an identity 

that there's a togetherness of how we address these complicated investments for our community, that 

are ongoing and long term. So we've talked about that. We want to  
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focus this last half of today's dialogue with where we are on the light rally, Austin light rail and the 

implementation of that so in the next slide, just as a quick briefing before introduced the team again. 

Where have we been on this topic? I think it's important to recognize that back in July. We transparently 

addressed the rising costs of light rail. As we know all around the world increasing inflation costs. 

Commodity costs. Other impacts were affecting our infrastructure projects, just like they're being 

affected all around the country and all around the world. The issue in front of us was how we were 

going to address that and how we were going to transparently moved through the discussion around 

this. We routed that discussion in expertise we brought in experts from around the country that had 

dealt with this to help map out a very well thought out rigorous approach to  
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a new work plan that we could get to it. Updated light rail implementation plan that would allow us to 

align the project program. Scope of light rail with are available funding. And so we've done that in a 

variety of ways. First and foremost, we had, briefings and dialogues not only with the Austin transit 

partnership board but with the city council mobility committee more recently audited finance 

committee as well as the capital. Capital metro planning an apps committee. We think those dialogues 

are really important and become part of are continuing ongoing discussions, but we've also engaged 

with community and learned how to engage with community, county council member harper-madison. 

As you said, we're always learning and we always need to be improving upon that, and that's one of the 

first things we did back in. May when we started this was looking at where we had where we had 

opportunities to improve on that, looking at priority populations, not only targeting those, but how we 

how we go out  
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and interface with that. We don't view that as a, as ah, solving it and then moving forward. It's a 

continued improvement process when it comes to community, so that's what we've built our process 

around. We've developed a new work plan to advance for us to get forward and bring forward an 

updated light rail implementation plan. That work plan is not just on the classic typical efforts around 

engineering and finance, but in fact we have categories around our partnerships are federal 

partnerships are industry partnerships we have in the audience today, as well as our community and our 

stakeholders to make sure that they are all integrated and how we develop and advance this effort. So 

today. What we wanna do is have a dialogue. Where are we? Five months later, after we transparently 

talked about the cost of light rail and how we were going to advance Austin light rail for our community. 

We wanted to provide an update status of those efforts in  
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advancing the work plan. And talk about some of the topics and issues and, most importantly , talk 

about criteria and community about how we're going to advance this over the next five months that we 

can be sitting back here. In late spring. With a decision and recommendation, to move forward and be 

ready to advance light rail for Austin. So with that, I'll turn it over to the team. I think first up is 

Courtney. Is that correct, Courtney? Actually I think I'll go for it right that slide around. Thank you, Brian. 

So good afternoon, everybody. Brian Mccann with hdr . I have the great honor of joining this team every 

single day to help move this program forward, so I appreciate that. And you guys should know once 

again be appreciative of all the staff efforts here to date. But as Greg mentioned next slide, please. We 

have routed our efforts over the next six months or so in and around data and  
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data gathering and providing data on how we move the program forward. And has a lot to do with the 

planning efforts and the efforts around equity and analysis and different, planning efforts, but also 

technical review, going back and looking at some items that maybe we didn't look at it as hard, during 

the first phase of the program early in project development that we need to look at a little bit harder 

now and we'll go over those here in a couple of minutes, but also as Greg mentioned, reminding 

ourselves of our strategic partnerships and how this program is a strategic partnership amongst many, 

including those in this room, but also hopefully with the federal transit administration moving forward 

with our grant initiatives. And then building around financial analysis where we are today, continuing to 

work around market sounding and as the world changes and supply chains and inflation and all those 

great things we hear about every single day on the news and how those impact our ability to move, 

move the program for just staying in tune with that and  
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then continuing our great community engagement or transparency and how we can move this forward. 

So in July, we did sit together at work plan schedule, high level schedule, that we would be back in 

spring of 2023 for the determination of a light rail scope and phasing and we are on on scheduled to do 

that. So next slide, please. So how are we going to get there? So I just remind everybody that we are in a 

federal process. The federal grant process has, this capital investment grant program through the 

federal trans administration has basically three distinct areas once called project development, once 

called engineering, and the last one is called construction and during project development. The federal 

trans administration has a future investor in the program. Does expect their community to decide and 

work through their, different types of issues and different things. And all these programs have this this 

we're no different than anybody else else  
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in coming together with the community driven and transparent process of what do they want to ask the 

federal trans administration to invest in? So that's project development. And we are in process of that. 

So as part of that, we're going to continue to review the technical analysis. All the work that's been done 

to date. Continue to look at that continue to look at different aspects of how we might be able to 

optimize that based on our current financial situation as you move forward, and then analyze 

opportunities and some criteria that will speak to you a little bit about today. But then in the future, we 

will be bringing before the policy boards some, you know, phasing options and going out to the 

community and talking to them about that and culminating in the spring with the recommendation and 

approval by the by the three boards associated with with the program and how we move forward and 

then into the environmental process. So, with that next slide. According to talk a little bit  
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about how we work this into the program, sure, and so this is a different view of where we are right 

now, with the work we're doing at staff level, which you heard Brian talked about the technical technical 

analysis to the evaluation criteria and what you'll see is that we have encompassed everything within 

the world of equity and sustainability, meaning that every step of the process along the way we're 

maintaining those principles were understanding. The impacts and seeing the intentionality to ensure 

that as we get to phasing will be able to pull together. Community engagement feedback. 

Understanding the analysis from that equity sustainable lens. Next slide. What does that actually mean? 

What does equity look like in action, so at a very high level, we're going to be asking some basic 

questions as a starting point, and it's all based around impacts and outcomes. Looking at what are the 

phasing options in relation to impact? Your core riders are transit dependent writers. Are we looking for 

opportunities to build ridership within that community as well? How will the  
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phasing opportunities and options built into our will our need to enhance community character and 

community values? What are the co benefits to our writers meeting environmental and social health 

impacts? What is what will this project marine bring to that community? We need to answer all those 

questions so that we'll be able to understand each of the options from that perspective as we pull 

together all of the different criteria as well. Next slide. Thanks Courtney. So Peter and I are going to tag 

team these next two slides. So on technical analysis . You know, there's many different levels you can 

look at, to move to align your your system with the scope and with the budgets and around all of that, 

you obviously got to have logical and points of a program . So we are looking at different endpoints for 

the program and phasing of the program. And how those logically work their way  
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not only from a community standpoint, but this is also a criteria in which the fda will look at them to 

make sure that we're connecting things that we have multi modal connectivity at the other end points 

and all the connectivity to places where people need to live work and play and how how that all builds in 

to the system, so the team is going through an analysis right now to look look at those different types of, 

aspects in and around some different endpoints on the system. We need to remember that every single 

day we have operators and people that maintain the system that need to report to a facility and in the 

vehicles themselves need to spend the night at the facility and get washed and cleaned and work their 

way through that and finding a maintenance facility for an urban light rail system is probably one of the 



most challenging things. Or on an entire program and we have our challenges here, but we have 

identified some additional sites that have added some flexibility to are phasing conversation,  
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that we are currently working our way through the different aspects of each one of those, so we have 

identified some possible maintenance facility sites that will be working our way through that, once 

again. Just add some flexibility. To the conversation moving forward. Systems in vehicles. This is a this is 

a technology conversational little bit. There are many different sizes of vehicles, many different 

manufacturers of vehicles, many different bells and whistles. You can put inside vehicles. But balancing 

where we are with our vehicle needs to move people to get people safely from point a to point B. 

Through the system and balancing that with the technology and the vehicle needs of the system and 

requirements, so we're working our way through through that whole entire analysis and looking at that. 

And then just vertical alignment. We've had some discussions about simplified tunnel and continuing 

those conversations, especially in the downtown area, which will speak here in a minute of focus on 

that, but in other areas  
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around the alignment, we do have some aerial structure that we are looking at different options 

associated with that, and just working our way through that and optimizing that based on where we are 

in our current, program people yeah. So I think the optimization is really the key word here, right? We're 

always rooting. You know, our program has to be routed back to our values, right? And so the question 

is, how do we serve those values achieved those values in the most optimal way? So this process that 

we're in right now is not about making decisions. It's about sort of scouring all of our options to see 

what is available to us. So the weekend optimize the program. And I think as you can see, you know, it 

gets complicated in our job right now is to try to really be as thorough as we can about understanding 

those options so that we can present those options as clearly and concisely to the public as possible. 

And you see a few of them on the screen, but there there are more right. And I think that's you  
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know, that's been or mantra is always, you know, reimagine or validate right? All of our assumptions to 

date. We should be reimagine or validating them. And as we bring the options forward to the public on 

the next so one of the areas where we have been spending some time and this is one of one area not 

the only one, is looking at downtown right and the alignment downtown, in part because obviously this 

is a critical area in terms of ridership, and use of the system projected using the system, but it's also 

where the two lines light rail lines come together. So it's kind of a crucial part of the alignment. It's also 



where in our previous imagination this is where a lot of the resources were being allocated in the 

tunnel. And as you you know, over the course of the preliminary engineering process, the tunnel kind of 

grew a little bit. And so part of the exercise right now is looking at what options do we have regarding 

this alignment in this area? Says as Brian mentioned, can we simplify the tunnel to actually  
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make that more cost? Effective can we should we look at areas where there it's elevated where we 

achieve grade separation in the efficiencies associated with that that are similar to an underground 

system. But maybe do that a more cost effective way. And are there places where we could use a an 

accolade alignment, right? So looking at what the impacts of those different options are so that then we 

can measure those against one another and have that conversation with the public. So we're in the 

middle of that right now, and it's sort of a complicated suit. You know, I think you can see some of the 

sort of the technical specifics of the that we've been looking at. Obviously if we're looking at an accurate 

option one of the issues is topography and how we actually managed that, obviously looking at traffic 

impacts. That's another big 11 of the elements that we are looking at is the possibility of having a single 

lake crossing as opposed to too late crossings so that the two lines would meet on the southern side of 

the of the lake  
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is supposed to the northern side of the lake. As a way to begin optimize our resources. That is impacts 

on station locations, etcetera. So, we're trying to look at all these things and flushed out all the impacts 

so that then we can really understand them and present them coherently to the public. You know, next 

spring, again. This is one area of investigation. It's not the only one but one where we're spending a lot 

of time and we'll be coming back to the public with next. I don't know whether there is any do we want 

to take questions as we go? We want to get to the end. What do you how do you how would you prefer 

to handle it? Get to the end. Yeah, okay, let's get to the end. Thanks Peter. My name is Jennifer pine 

with hdp chief of planning and risk management. So you know, as the technical work continues, you 

know we will be in a place where we've options before us for phasing the project and implementing the 

light rail program. And so we are thinking. Wade those options  
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that will be before us what information will we want to have at hand to make the decisions that will 

need to be made next year? So we've been thinking about it in a couple of different ways. One is, what 

do we need to be competitive for the grants from ft. A. That we are pursuing and also what? What other 

criteria that are really rooted more in the Austin community. Do we want to apply? To make sure that 



the decisions were making really reflect the community's priorities and values. So I'm gonna I'm sorry. 

Can you advance the slide, please? Let me just talk for just a second about the fda criteria. So these 

criteria that are used by Ta to evaluate projects for new starts funding ? It's quite prescribed. You know, 

we're competing or will be competing with projects all across the country. And so this is a way to 

normalize and compare those projects. So we're cognizant of this any initial project or projects that we 

put forward will need to be  
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competitive for these funds. About half of the evaluation is the financial plan. Which looks at the 

commitment of local funds, and essentially what the financial plan to deliver. The project is and then the 

other 50% is divided between those other six items that are listed up here and again. These are fairly 

calculated and largely looking at ridership. What kind of ridership? Can we predict that these projects 

will produce ? What's the cost? And what's the cost effectiveness for those writer benefits? You know, 

we also look at new riders, writers who are transit dependent and we can break down who is receiving 

those benefits, and in addition , there's a more qualitative assessment of land use and economic 

development. And we can connect that back to actually sharmila referred to these items earlier today. 

These are really looking at what is the existing land use? Is it supporting transit? And what plans and 

policies are in place for future land use and economic  
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development that will support this transit investment. We go to the next slide, please. So for the 

community values criteria, in our our thinking to date on this, where we really started was with the J. P 

a. And the contract with the voters and looking at the program goals that were rooted in those, with our 

assessment of this project and evaluating the options. We really want to be cognizant of furthering the 

program goals that were approved by voters. We also are looking quite a bit at other plants that have 

come before the SNP. Imagine Austin and there are many others. So Austin's have done a lot of 

planning. And what we're thinking about now is how to move those planned goals forward, you know, 

with this type of investment we can go to the next slide. We've been spending a lot of time over the last 

couple of months, collecting the data that we will need and want to consider the  
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options and it's data, but it really does all come back to people in places to allow us to think in a data 

based way about what's happening along the corridor, who's living there? What kind of employment 

and destinations are there? What is the housing characteristics, especially around the stations? So we 

can really think about who we serving. What are we connecting? You know, as we make these decisions 



you know, ultimately, we really want to be in a position to meet our current transit needs but also be 

thinking ahead about future needs, and are we, you know, building the capacity to meet those needs? 

To the next slide, please. So far, the community values criteria that we've been thinking through. We're 

able to put it in four buckets and I'll go through each of these briefly , but you'll see that these are not 

necessarily new considerations. Certainly we've been in planning mode for this  
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program for a couple of years. What we want to do right now is really validate. You know what we're 

looking at? Make sure we're thinking about what's important right now and that we have current 

information. And we want to be working with the community and all the stakeholders to, get that 

feedback on what are the most important things that we're considering order the priorities and also are 

we missing anything as we're thinking through this figure to the next slide, please. So the first bucket 

mobility and customer experience and what this is really about is, as we look across the options to what 

extent are we improving mobility and experience in terms of we're really providing a convenient, useful 

and productive transit service. So the data that we can bring to bear did to think through this big one 

certainly is. Ridership were able to model that and look at total ridership , ridership at different stations 

and also who's riding who's new to transit that we're attracting because we're providing competitive 

travel times. We'll also be looking at  
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bike and pedestrian connectivity . There's a great, you know, bike network in particular, you know in 

Austin, and we want to be able to connect without to provide really seamless connections with any 

transit investment we make in that first last mile connectivity, actually . Sorry just about in your, you 

know, a couple of weeks ago. We were visited by a, group from the Netherlands. As part of this think 

bike program and it was really part of celebration of the last decade of investments in our cycling 

network in in Austin, as well as looking forward about how we can continue to improve that, and it was 

really relevant to our work here because one of the points that was made was you know, there's a walk 

shed distance, and then there's a bike shed different distance. And so if we start to think about how we 

connect investments in our cycling network with our investments in rail, because all these elements 

have to work together, and it was just a great reminder, that you know we get when we think about 

light  
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rail. The decisions have to be made in the context of the entire program and the entire mobility network 

right so constantly bringing that back. And so I just want to call out a NICU did a lot of work on that 



program back in the day and, set the foundation for and I think it's and, and to the mayor and others 

who have supported over these many years because I think it's an important aspect of this work. And on 

that topic of connectivity, certainly also looking at transfers to bus and rail and the seamlessness of the 

transit network. And we are going to be looking at traffic. Of course to you. As Peter mentioned. We're 

looking at some additional at great options, especially downtown. And so we want to have a good sense 

for how the street network will perform. For the next slide, please. So access to opportunities. This topic 

is really about kind of making meaningful connections throughout the community and  
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looking at especially with phasing options. Where and who are we providing access to, and women were 

comparing those options, so certainly we've been compiling data and population densities, employment, 

different kinds of demographic data to really understand kind of what's going on at the station areas 

that we're evaluating. And will be especially working with as part of the community engagement process 

on the access to destinations really looking at where people need to connect to and priority prioritizing 

that we make that connectivity happen. Go to the next slide, please. On the topic of environmental 

benefits at the level that we're going to be at which is really looking at more than generally what 

corridors and phasing, and who will be serving, some of the key areas that we are thinking to look at 

here. One is with greenhouse gas emissions and supporting those larger climate change goals. With 

putting a good transit  
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product in place and providing competitive travel times for people that will get people out of cars and 

onto transit. That's something that we can model and project that kind of mode shift and to what extent 

we would be supporting those goals, we will can also be looking at for the different phasing in different 

options. What kind of differential is there as far as impacts on different resources that are sensitive in 

the communities, whether it's parkland, public spaces, trees? You know what our resources to these are 

areas where we're looking at again, just kind of characterizing and compiled data to support the 

decisions. So this is one where this may not be a differentiator between different options. But part of 

our process right now is to understand what are the differentiators and what are not right and to be 

able to present that that data back to the public. Figure out the next slide, please. So this is the last 

bucket and its land use and housing. And certainly from all the input we've heard so far, we  
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really understand that housing is a critical issue. When you look at imagine Austin and also other plans, 

there's a highlight for the link between affordable housing and transit. And so in the in the context of 



the evaluation that will be doing some of the things that we're proposing to look at our affordable 

housing units that the transit investment would serve. And are we serving future opportunities to 

support the more affordable and attainable housing within central Austin and thinking clearly about 

how we can connect with the anti displacement program and the Todd planning? That's ongoing as well. 

Both those efforts have generated a lot of really excellent data that we're able to bring to bear to some 

of this decision making and think about to what extent the options before us will support anti 

displacement and equitable T O D goals. In front of the next slide, please, could yes. Go on.  
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11 of the difficulties that we have in precinct one. I'll just speak about precinct one. We talk about 

affordability. In town. For my community that doesn't exist. And I hear a lot of folks. That the new 

urbanists and about in a fan affordability that does not exist. How do we get there? And if there and in 

the meantime, how do we serve those families who are transit dependent who are being pushed out of 

the city? I know that a lot needs to happen downtown. A lot should happen downtown. But if you're 

talking about serving low to moderate income communities, and we're not talking about what is going 

on in the eastern crescent, and how we bring back a discussion of the green line, we are blowing smoke. 

How do we get there? I'll  
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jump in here and say that, so this conversation is in particular about the initial phasing of light rail, right? 

We are still maintaining those discussions around the green line. We're still maintaining discussions 

around. What does it look like for those communities that, are going to be most impacted, but those 

who are most vulnerable to displacement. So those conversations are still happening, and we are 

working with our partners to figure out the best steps forward to ensure that we don't lose sight of that 

at any point along the way in this discussion. And two yes, please. Yes and just a follow up on that 

comment. In in my district. We have the run. Berg stop which I'm sure there are plenty of people here. 

That will correct me if I'm wrong, but I believe that's the number one transit stop outside of downtown , 

very low income community surrounding that area that would benefit greatly from a quicker  
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more reliable, more consistent transit option. So I would echo those comments to I want to make sure 

that the plan doesn't just serve downtown, which obviously downtown is a hard there's so much 

opportunity. So many jobs there. We've got to get to downtown, but it in with the gentrification 

patterns that we've seen where we have our minority populations, brown and black populations. Lower 

income populations being pushed out. We as policymakers. Need to reach out to them. Not just, you 



know, through community engagement, but through making sure that our infrastructure investments 

reach those areas as well so that they have access to the numerous opportunities that are in the central 

city. So, I just wanted to Jeanne emphasized that point. Thank you, councilor member Bella and I think 

you have a comment comes from but if you want, I know we're almost finished. If you want to have  
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one more slide, you can finish that and come back to me. Thank you. The last light is mine, so I'll jump 

right on in, which is to go back to community engagement. It is a foundation. Part of what we need to 

do, because reaching out to communities is not only necessary. It's important so that we understand 

what we're building how we're building and that we're building it for people that, need the service. We 

did take a moment. Greg mentioned this earlier to assess how HP was doing in community engagement 

and recognize the immense work that had already been done, but also seeing the gaps in our 

engagement. And so over the next couple of months. We're taking an intentional look at that to move 

our engagement into focus group concepts and other innovative concepts to get to reach more of the 

communities of color that we've missed, or who have not actively been able to participate in our 

programming. That is our primary focus of the next couple of months that we're going to build out to 

then extend into our larger scale engagement as we move closer to, the phasing option portion in the 

spring,  
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but also working very closely with community engagement group on this at every step of the way. I 

appreciate that, and I'll just add that the community advisory committee has been very involved with 

this aspect of the work. To our different working groups, and we're still working with our staff to make 

sure that we informed them and I think you know Courtney's in the staff have mentioned it well 

throughout this dire meeting. The idea is, how do we really engaged and converse with folks who are 

historically left out of such conversations, and that's really what our focus is, and part of that is realizing 

that business as usual will just not work anymore. We have to come up with innovative and new ways of 

engaging with them working with communities where they are and really ensuring that people are part 

of these conversations, and one aspect of that is really understanding that different methods and 

strategies will be required to engage around different kinds of questions and different kinds of things 

that we want to learn from our community. So those are all part of the conversation that we're having in 

again. I'll just, you know, say on behalf of the committee advisory committee were very hardened to see 

the way the project is proceeding  
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and the way staff is engaging in this because we can really see the strong commitments to equity, 

engaging with the community and being transparent in the work that we're doing, and also creating the 

space as we've seen in the past few months for the community really engage in these questions, and I 

know there's a lot more work ahead. But I know a lot of folks are excited to still work on it. And I'll end 

with saying that we recognize everything that you've said about how we translate over the information. 

It is technical. It is challenging to do that. But it's not impossible . And so that is on our, it's on our to do 

list and we will. We will achieve that. Thank you, Tim. Further heavy lift and the wonderful work. I like to 

open now this for discussion, and I'd like to request that we want to keep your comments to two 

minutes because we have 25 more minutes in the spirit of respect and time, but council member 

kitchen, followed by council member harper-madison. Then we'll go. How about I start on the right work 

my way after you starting with you first and then I'll jump on the side. Thank you  
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. I have two related questions. And that just has to do with what? What you anticipate bringing to in the 

spring to the extent that you know. So the first question is the scope of it. In other words, are you 

looking at? Timeline for all of the projects, including those like the green line. The extension to the north 

on Conry is the extension or north of more sorry. The extension to the south, on congress, so that's 

timeline and scope. To the extent that you can tell us in terms of what you intend to bring back sorry. So 

I think the first step is that we're gonna you know, come to the community with his is this criteria 

discussion right about today, right? We need to make sure that again. This is not just a gut decision that 

we're evaluating options based on criteria that the community believes are the right ones. Right so 

that's the first step right? Is making sure  
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that we've got the criteria the right way, and we understand the community's priorities within those 

criteria. I think when we start to come back with specifics about the alignment it's really gonna be 

focused on the light rail right? Because that's the decision before us is . What is the phasing for? The 

light winter light rail portion of the program look like and I think there will be options that we have to 

debate and have a discussion about there'll be pros and cons associated with each so you know, we're 

gonna frame up those pros and cons to the best of our abilities so people can really understand them 

and so that we can get to the right decision. And by timeline, do you have a general idea or or not about 

is that April may think that criteria will be in the first part of like January February, okay, February and 

then the and then the options will be subsequent to that. So March timeframe. Okay we have to see I 

mean again. It's you know, I'm not asking you for a specific date. Because you're not gonna know  
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I'm just asking in order of magnitude, so to speak. Okay? Thank you. Thank you. Council member harper-

madison, then followed by Mr Garcia member Garson, then strap them. And Ellis. We'll go with that 

order. Thank you. I appreciate it. I'll start my commentary with a shout out to Randy Clark. Hmm. 

Wherever you are going to use the term that I learned from you future proofing. Something that I'm 

hesitant to say, because I think generally all of the conversations are pretty heavy with absence. 

Absence of things that we're not discussing because the subject matter experts they know the bad news 

already, but they haven't delivered it to the people who need to know so that they can plan 

appropriately because they have to go through all the layers of you know, curating the conversation 

before you bring it to the audience. So I'm certainly not bearing any bad news today. But I do want the 

folks in the room. To  
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acknowledge and absence of a conversation about regional planning. I know for a fact I have district one 

residents who will soon be neater walled residents Harker heights. Hays county. Bass strap county. 

Taylor Tyler. You know what I'm getting at? If they can't afford to live in Austin, but they still work in 

Austin. How do they get back to Austin? If I may jump in on that one, that is actually something that 

capital metro was working on in a conversation we have had with our board in recent months. So as the 

regional transportation authority we don't serve all of the communities that you just mentioned, but we 

do serve an area that is much greater than the size of the city of Austin. And we have a process for even 

nonmember areas to participate in transportation planning, and even potentially the purchasing of 

services. If that works out for them, so anyone within the  
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urbanized area, is being engaged by cat metro right now, so that we can talk about the larger regional 

question. At the same time that we're talking about. What do we do in the core of this city with light rail 

appreciate walk into gum in this region critical and for what it's worth? It's not even just those people 

that already live there. I'm talking about. I'm talking about folks who aren't six months in arrears yet, but 

they will be unnecessarily because we didn't tell them you gotta move. You're gonna have to move. Look 

at the numbers. You won't be able to afford to live here in six months. That's a really hard conversation 

to have with somebody. It feels kind of defeated Stephen, but in a lot of ways real talk conversations are 

hard. But given people the real truth offers them the opportunity that we should be offering them and 

that is the chance to advocate for yourself and plan accordingly. In addition to that sort of line of 

thinking, I'm thinking through to your point commissioner Travillion about the green line and about the 

folks were talking  
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about, you know, and precinct one district one, you know, true east Austin. Just thinking Hornsby bend 

is in Austin. Yet Austin's colony is in Austin yet , you know, like just thinking big, real big picture. What 

are the implications of the fact that you know this is E. T. J and this is Austin and the green line goes over 

here. But what about these guys over here? Who don't vote in Austin? Who don't you guys understand 

what I'm getting at, right? I think just the bigger picture conversation if we are thinking about future 

proofing it are we thinking about the implications of those who we will not be able to capture within 

whatever amazing efforts were able to deploy by way of our anti displacement efforts. Some folks will 

not get captured in there. In which case are we talking about them for the long term future facing 

iterations that we may not be  
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doing the work for today, but we sure as heck should be having conversations about it today. And so I 

just bring that up to say it's one of the gaps that I've observed in terms of. I'm just listening to what 

everybody is saying more often than not I think to my benefit into my constituents benefit. I'm coming 

into the room very much like a lay person. I'm listening with laypersons years, you know, and then I go 

and do the research and try to figure out how to disseminate the information to folks who, even with 

their late people's ears, I still know just a little bit more than they do because I've had the context. That 

said that I just still feel like something's missing. That might have been a little bit more than two 

minutes. But I think you'll get what I'm saying. And I'll just, bring us back to you know, the olden days 

project connect as it exists today. Its origins. Its route was a regional transportation vision. That said, 

here's what we need to do for the region, and it doesn't matter how we do that if we bring all of those 

people into the core of a city that's not ready to support them with with mobility options, then we're we 

will not be successful . So where we are today started  
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with a regional visioning process, and we'll continue to, to be regional. You're sitting next to capital 

metro small cities rep on our board and I can assure you that she's keeping this information. Very front 

and center in our conversations about how we move forward and just to piggyback on that we've been 

tested on that a couple of times with within the last six months. The last being Maynard. I mean, if, at 

the end of the day, people were told that 180 people were being impacted by transit. Well when you 

look at the receipts, the 3000 something people that come out and use the service came out and said, 

no. We want public transit. And we wanted here. 80% of the folks that voted voted for transit so the and 

that came from a transit development plan from Travis county first we worked with central health going 

out to weber Ville did not get the participation that we%  
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expected. So we moved it over to Maynor and have received the participation that we've expected. And 

so the so the question becomes, are we asking the right people in the right places who want to support 

it? Are we working with our capital area? Regional authority. What are we doing to make sure that we 

understand the needs but also , areas that have the capacity to be granted. Their participation possible. 

We've got to ask all those questions here. Thank you. And congratulations on that referendum that 

passed in Mainer and also Leander. I mean, those were good initiatives that regionally continue to 

support transit because you're absolutely right. We need to think regionally. So thank you for the 

comment. Council member carpet medicine. Member Garza. I just wondered if you were  
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including the disabled community and you're coming to outrage outreach. Absolutely yes. They're 

they're directly the just the communities directly involved in all of our engagement. We have individuals 

from the who are mobility vision hearing? Yes, thank you. Thank you, member Stratton. Thank you. 

Thank you, madam chair, as the Williamson county representative to cap metro, I wanted to, in some 

ways, echo council council member harper-madison concerns and views to about about displacement 

and about having a regional regional view of things as well. Before I get into to some questions I had one 

of the things that we actually did as a cat metro board when we were reviewing our strategic plan was 

specifically put a focus on and add additional language to our  
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strategic plan to help address regionalism by cap metro so that we would take a more regional approach 

to the transit to our transit network and transit needs. And then that's what I think you'd be you're 

seeing right now. And yes, I I'd be remiss if I didn't say thank you to the residents in and in Mainer and 

Leander and in Lago vista. Lago vista was the third one that had it on the ballot just recently. Here and 

all. Three, came back and said yes, we want to continue services with cap metro and be transit partners 

and one of the things associated with that cap. Metro has has programs where we are investing back 

into those communities, helping them to build out transit oriented development and to invest monies 

within their communities to help them build out whether it's improved sidewalks, bike paths, pedestrian 

beacons different aspects to help. Improve transit  
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developments within their communities as well cap metro as a partner in that but one of the things to 

your point, I think is important, too, and that that that character, villians said. I think that this is that this 

needs to be part of a bigger picture where we are all partners working through through resources like 

like like campo and trying to make this a more regional partnership so that we can address these issues 

because yes, I live in Williamson county. I'm in the Austin part of Williamson county, out near lake line 

station and Avery ranch. But you know, from where I am. I am like you can't get any further north and 

my council member Mackenzie Kelly knows that you can't get any further north and where I am without 

crossing brushy creek and you're in cedar park. So and many times for many years, I dial 311, and they'd 

say you're not in Austin . Yeah and I'd say well, then, can I have my tax dollars back, please? So it is a 

problem that that does have to be acknowledged and addressed in terms of let's look at this regionally 

because there are a lot of people who moved out and  
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are going to and maybe finding themselves having to move out, but we their jobs are still downtown. 

They still work in other parts of the city, and we got to connect them and that's what we're trying to do 

and what this is all about. So I appreciate you acknowledging that and I wanted wanted you to know we 

are trying to make that commitment at the cap metro level, and I do think that that that what this is 

about and what what a tps commitment is what I've seen and having been on the board and what 

project connect is about is trying to get us there. We got to start somewhere. I did want to say I did want 

to give a shout out to ah to a vase and to the community advisory committee. Because I really do feel 

like that. You all have been a very valuable partner in this process throughout, advising and helping the 

staff at 80 P and also, the 80 P border directors. In addition, we a cap metro. We have other we have the 

access advisory committee and the community advisory committee,  
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and I want to just acknowledge them as well because they've been valuable partners as well, providing 

feedback to us on transit level. I know that that that city has boards and commissions that provide acts 

that provide feedback resolutions, different input on different things as well. That are extremely 

valuable, but I want to specifically just as the cap metro board member highland , former 80 P board 

member highlight the work that evasive and your members have done and then also the cat metro 

committees, too, because it has been extremely valuable to have that formalized resource. That we can 

reach out to and say, hey , what are your thoughts? How can we do this? Let's get your feedback on 

these things so that we know that and then you guys have access to resources as well that we may not 

be thinking about. So thank you all for that. Question I do have for staff as I'm I'm kind of noodling on 

this and thinking about all this, one of the questions I have I realized that we're kind of going off. We're  
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having. Based on budgetary forces, many things out of our control inflation supply chain labor markets 

covid take your pick. Even for that matter, public public feedback as to what they were looking for this 

project. That's goddess where we are now. All of these different factors are now you know, moving up 

the price tag on this thing, which is kind of got us where we are now. But but here's I guess, 

fundamentally, basic question I have is I've been watching that was watching your presentation. If we 

weren't in the position we're in. We're in right now. If we had been on the same timeline with the same 

expectations in the same dynamics that we originally began back when we pass the contract with the 

voters and prop a in November 2020 so just two years ago what would this. Community engagement 

process be looking like right now. Would it be this same thing  
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that you all have just laid out and are talking about? Because I guess what I'm getting at is my 

understanding is that by now under the old plan two years ago , we'd all be sitting around here raising 

our hands voting I and, you know, putting a seal of approval on this plan and sending it off to you know 

to the fda in D. C. So I'm just wondering would this what you've just laid out now? How fundamentally 

different is this engagement process you perceive compared to where it I know it's kind of dealing with 

the could have should have would is, but how? How fundamentally? Would this look different? Had 

things not had to change. I would say it's a really difficult question to answer to be quite honest, I the 

way that I would approach it is to say that I don't think we would have taken any different steps in 

evaluating how we were doing communications who we were reaching and making sure that  
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we're continuing growing in that space. The content of those conversations would be different , 

depending on where you were with the project itself. And so that's the apples versus Oranges scenario. 

So I would still say, we would need that step of evaluation. We always need to be looking back to see 

who we're not reaching. How we're not reaching, trying to determine where then it fits into the process 

in that moment, and then how do you engage as we go forward, so always forward looking in that 

equity view of if not in this looking at that backwards world, right if the conversations are too late for 

certain discussions, but we can build it into the next phase. How do we do that? And what does that 

look like? So it's challenging kind of academic. Hi. Conversation to have and I welcome others to feed 

into that had a little bit of that. So if we were just maintaining our path, we would be in the draft 

environmental impact statement review circulation aspect of the program, which is very prescribed but 

does have a  
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community part associated with it. I think we would be having the same conversation we're having right 

now. After that community process because we still would have the same issues . We would still have 

the same cost issues. How are we going to phase it? How are we going to work through it? So instead of 

going out to that process now we've brought that process. Back into it before we go back out and have 

that conversation. So we have answers to those questions, as opposed to just getting them through the 

public and having to go back and respond to him. We're trying to be proactive in this conversation right 

now, versus where I think we would have been. If we would have just continue down the road. We were 

heading down. So on if that answers your question, board member Stratton yeah, I think it does. It's a 

basically what you all have laid out and spent spent, what? What appears to be a very thorough and 

thoughtful process and putting into in laying out and developing what you're going to do. Basically you 

were still your this would have happened in some form or fashion or another. But where  
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from Brian? What you're saying? We're kind of front loading it now, because fundamentally the project, 

I guess for lack of a better term. I'll just call a spade a spade. We have that the scope and the sequencing 

everything about this thing is now up for grabs again. For all intents and purposes. I mean, we're having 

to read. I mean, you guys I saw I saw the you know, saw it in the media in the presentation for the last 

atp board meeting, and you just said it to your now looking at potentially, you know, let you know, 

cutting down on the tunnel more at grade, maybe elevating in some places. I mean, we never thought 

we'd be talking about those kinds of things you know, two years ago. And yet, here we are. So at this 

point, basically , we're having to go back out and say, let's let's get all of this feedback from any source. 

Anyway. We can kind of see where the public thinks about moving this in different directions, but but 

more to my more to macro level than kind of a macro a micro level of hey, what? What  
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color mural do you want on this wall or you know, do you want? Do you want stucco tile, or you know 

that that kind of thing? Yeah, I would just say it's being transparent about where we are in the program 

with the current events are of you know? Very large, generational, changing transportation elements 

that we're looking to do here in Austin and just being proactive in having that conversation now versus 

at the back end, where we would have had a conversation where I feel reacting to it versus trying to be 

proactive to it so and then to dovetail on council member kitchens. Question then. Do you all feel that 

you can have this part of the process completed then by early next year by like February ish say from 

what you were saying. Peter no, I don't think the process is completed by then . I think that we're we're 

going to be coming back to the community. With the results of all this analysis sometime at the 

beginning of the spring, right so that we can  
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collectively reach a decision about how we move the program forward program for it, so no, no, no. No 

answers. No definitive answers that suit again, probably because we're trying to community based 

approach to this right present data. Have a conversation about it. Get questions. It may force us to go 

back and look at some other things right so that we can. We can make sure that we're being as thorough 

and methodical. As possible. Okay thank you very much. I appreciate Mr CANALI comment. Thank you. 

Thank you. Board member Stratton. I think it's a good question. I think it's important to root everyone in 

where we are right. We did have a vote. We had a program. We've advanced that program like Austin 

light rail is a big piece of that. We will be advancing light rail for Austin. We have a very significant and 

hefty budget to do that. We're in a world because of the budget constraints that we are facing. We are 

having to look at phasing. Those, so we're not  
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looking at everything on the table. We've done an incredible amount of work in these first two years. 

This effort we're going on now is looking at things some things we hadn't looked at. But other things 

looking at ways that we could optimize that so that we can come back and how we're going to phase the 

implementation of light rail. Not whether we're doing or not. It is happening. We have to come back and 

make some informed rigorous decisions about that. We wanted to spend this time today showing you 

our work, right? I think I've told someone this before my physics teacher in high school used to tell us 

before you do the physics before you do the math, do the physics and we're trying to understand 

everything so we can come back and have a very robust discussion with you. We're moving forward on 

this. We have a great budget and we're able to advance that and we're looking at those areas that we 

can come back and achieve our criteria. I think Peter said it very well. This is about re validating some of 

the criteria we've been through. Jen talked about all the planning we've been through. We've talked to  
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some of our community members. Folks aren't looking us to go back and say, what do we want? We 

know what we want. Austin has decided to invest in transit. We are in the process that other 

communities in this country have gone through. In making sure that you get it right. You do that, that 

that kind of that checking on it. We also know what we're doing is the right time to do this now. We sat 

in July with expertise. We talked to the federal transit. They want us to do this work now. Not later. You 

don't want to do this. Once you start digging this extra this extra minutes of planning work is going to be 

valuable for you as a officials , but also for our community. So we feel very strongly about our path 

forward. We need a little more time to finish this work to come up with this options and be back here. 

Before you know it will be back in front of this group here in spring to keep advancing the work. Thank 

you, member Ellis. Thank you. This is  
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gonna be kind of in that same vein. But what can we do as officials to be helpful in the outreach? We're 

very lucky to have. The community advisory group at metro has a great reputation for public input 

already, but I just can't help but think about some of my constituents who are you know, in affordable 

housing or mobile homes along what should be a metro rapid to oak hill, and it's you know, it's not as 

high scoring for federal grants because of the land use and obviously that's on the city council side. But 

what can we do to help reach the populations who are not up to speed and probably have seen project 

connect in the newspaper for so many years now? They probably you know, they're either reading at all, 

or they're not reading any of it. How do we reach those people? And how can we be helpful? I would 

say, stay tuned for that. Because now we will be coming to, work with you on a strategy of how we can 

do that outreach more effectively. How we can coordinate between our partners to ensure that we're 

also not, over engaging in certain areas with various different opportunities. And so  
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I would say, stay tuned. Okay I definitely appreciate that. And so, I just want to make sure that we also 

are getting started now and what we can do to bring people up to speed because I would hate for that 

window to open and all of a sudden people feel like they don't know what to say. Or they don't 

understand enough about it to weigh in appropriately, so I really want to help. I want us to be part of 

the solution to help be proactive about getting the message out to them. Absolutely and our goal is, 

multiple goals that we have right now, which is one to make sure that we're getting the message out 

about what project connect is because ensuring that all communities understand what's happening and 

where we are, and that's capacity building with the knowledge and education as we keep going. That's 

where we are. In this moment. We're building up strategy of how we do that. So then we can effectively 

engage in implement very quickly. I appreciate that. Thank you. Thank you. I'm going to make a rather 

than Mr cooper and then, miss Paul, remember pool. First I want to say it's  
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an excuse exciting to go to these meetings because quite frankly, project connect gets more real all the 

time. As we actually get into the trenches and start solving the real, nitty gritty questions. It just. It's 

exciting as it's becoming more real less of a have a vision and a dream and more of what is the reality. 

And just to touch on. I think what Greg said, which I think is real important with respect to the criteria. 

Ah, there's a lot of criteria that the community is going to have to decide what's important and what's 

not important and how they prioritize things. But there are two criteria at this community voted on 

insisted upon and that my understanding is or not going to change because they are our base criteria. 



And that is that the community expects to have a mass public transit system delivered. That that 

includes rail that has reached that has access to all parts of our community. And we expect to have  
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a plan that that delivers on that and we expect that plan to be delivered for what the community voted 

to invest. In terms of the dedicated tax, and I haven't heard anybody suggest that we're moving off 

those criteria. And I just think that's an important thing to note how that actually plays out over what 

time and in what way? Quite frankly, there's no way that we could have known the answer to all the 

questions when we started or we would have saved $30 million but you have to go through that process 

to figure out what things cost and what the world of the possible is in the world of what's what 

imaginable is and what we can in fact deliver and I am encouraged . When I look around the country , it's 

so many projects that are being killed around the country right now. Because of what's happening in the 

cost of labor and materials and land. That our city and our county is our service area is not among those 

regions because of the way we did this. We're going to be able  
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to, in fact, deliver on that base core criteria that the community has sat. I want to touch base on just one 

aspect of this, and, and I appreciate the opportunity to do this with the expert team. We have. Not only 

do we have phenomenal staff with a T P in the city and captain metro. But its concerns this last 

conversation. I also am just really impressed with the consultant team that we have brought in with 

Brian and Jan and the people that are working there. I don't think there's anybody in the country that is 

more tied to an attuned to what's happening at the national level and be able to have that expertise 

with us. On these kinds of projects, and this scale is something that's that's real reassuring. My one 

suggestion is and it's probably already in your in your list anyhow, but maybe just not apparent as it 

jumps out. On page 35. We talked about the criteria. We talk about competitiveness for fda grant.  
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Which is obviously something that we need to be able to do, and as you're evaluating what we can do 

and what the different options are. Obviously you're peering out what we can do within that tax 

treatment. But there's another block that I would put on that and that something is kind of like funding 

innovation. Because I think that we know really, really well and you have phenomenal expertise on how 

these projects and these grant programs have worked overtime. But what I keep hearing from 

Washington is that we have supporters of this city there. That that are willing to be in a ready to be and 

want to be really creative and outside the box to see if there are funding upper to nitties that maybe 

have not been established before, so there is no criteria or experiential based to go to say , how has this 



happened in the past? Where there's an opportunity, perhaps to be able to do something that is entirely 

new and different. And I want to  
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make sure that we don't miss that opportunity if it exists, and it probably includes us taking a look at 

that aspect of what we're doing beyond project connect. Taking a look at the fact that we're also 

doubling the size of our airport that there were also looking for a billion dollars to be able to deliver an I 

35 project that actually delivers for the community benefit. I think that in that scale of mobility projects 

that this city is how dealing with. Madam chair. I think that goes back to the question of the statement 

you made earlier. I do believe this is the golden age of mobility. And with that scale if you don't look at 

chess project connect but what? What are the cross collateral ization opportunities of across finance 

opportunities by having projects which are actually three times the size of project connector. Twice the 

size of project connect. There's an opportunity for us to fashion something. No. And I think that  
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exists and I hope that we explore that because I think that might present to us different options and 

evaluations on the criteria that we otherwise see. Based on what we but we know I want us to find out 

what we don't know. So thank you. Thank you, mayor. And I know. Mr cooper check. Cooper culture 

cooper. You have you had your hand up? And then and then we had a customer before and then council 

member alter mayor, pretend alter. Time is short. But let me make a comment and then a suggestion 

that comment is this we've we're in a very different spot than we thought we would be two years ago. 

We collectively cat metro and city of Austin city council. Said we  
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wanted to have a specific set of projects done in a specific sequence of events in the world has changed 

very dramatically since two years ago. Hmm but we had 10 meetings leading up to that. I think 10 or 11 

joint meetings leading up to the decisions that we made. Now. Costs have changed. Presumably 

ridership models would change. Certainly they've changed in the day to day operation of the law firm 

that I'm with. Hmm commute patterns have changed. When we created a T P. We said the corporation. I 

will. Implement project connect in accordance with the initial investment map and associated 

implementation sequence plan. We're not doing that anymore. We're not create. We're not on the 

initial sequence plan. I don't think any of us believe we're going to build the initial set of projects in that 

sequence that we originally contemplated. A  
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lot is up in the air. Now we have a lot of work to do. We have a lot to learn about new estimates of 

ridership new costs. I think to put up reading around my a lot of thoughts. We have a lot more work to 

do. Then I think we will solve in one meeting in the spring to talk about what this project is going to look 

like. We spent 10 meetings come into the conclusions that we did before we put a proposal in front of 

the, before voters. I don't think it's a given that we would do light rail, we might decide to do a tunnel 

and do busses is Washington did remember this project started with conversations around busses and 

was driven to light rail by ridership models, not because we just decided we wanted to do a light rail. 

Certainly the public embraced both tunnels and light rail. But we've got homework to do. We have a 

model with a  
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teepee that contemplates in its incorporation documents. Building a. Prior version of project connect 

that is no longer relevant, perhaps today or at least it's going to be dramatically changed. I think our 

respective staff need to spend some time thinking about how we do more. In the months ahead 

collectively. And. As a city and his cap metro in particular that can about what? What the public 

engagement process needs to be before we make these these sorts of changes. I don't think we can do 

it in one meeting in the springtime, so that the request I have is that our staff spend some time thinking 

about how we walked down this path as we did before, because I think we have an equal amount of 

work to do. And I think we we're sort of whistling past the graveyard to think. We can just do this in one 

meeting in the springtime. I think we have a lot more work to  
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do here. With that? I yield. Thank you. Thank you. Does anybody want to respond to this or move on 

before I move on to you? Council member I know. Council member Paul had her hand up and then I'll 

turn then you. So my original comment was going to be endorsed the statements that were made about 

taking the time necessary to review the changing environment that we're working in. I think it's 

paramount that we take the time to review circumstances and update our estimates and are planning so 

that we don't end up having missteps in the future because we didn't take enough time at the front end. 

So if indeed, things seem may seem to be taking longer than some may be pressing for I would urge 

yeah. Is both the. Sitting on the diets for the city council  
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and also for cat metro to that it is important that we take the time necessary to make sure that we 

understand all of the costs and requirements ahead of us, and I think that is the most responsible public 

policy decision that we can make. As we move forward together because it keeps everybody together 

with us . We need to all be walking in concert and in collaboration and moving in the same direction, 

and it just takes a little bit more time. But that also means that we have the benefit of more information 

because we have allowed ourselves the luxury of the time to make sure that we're accurate in our 

estimates. And we make the right steps moving forward. The second piece, I would say and in response 

to what board member cooper who's suggesting? I agree. I think we need to, look at having probably , 

general meeting every six months, at least, in order to stay. In order for this, group  
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this tri party group to be seen as as a cohort working together and in, and showing the collaboration 

that exists. That's so clearly existing. I'm so proud of the work that are three separate staffs have been 

doing together as one entity. It seems seamless to me sitting over here at this remove, and I am really 

grateful for that. And I would like to suggest that we share that we, do this, maybe every six months so 

that we can continue to reinforce the collaboration and the visual ah , signals that were are sending by 

sitting here together and talking at the at the level that we're talking at and with the detail that we're 

talking at and just again, my heartfelt appreciation to all involved for the really first rate work. That is 

that is being accomplished.  
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Thank you. Thank you, member Paul and used to do have our commitment that we want to reconvene 

the parties. One lesson that I learned from council member kitchen. Is that make sure that you keep 

everyone on this diocese your supporters for this program. Y'all shepherd this to success and we want to 

make sure that you stay here for the entire journey having this dialogue, so thank you for the 

suggestion. Mayor pretend thank you. I have a question. And then I comment, so as I understand what 

you're presenting is you're saying you're working to assess all the options that we different hat that we 

have. They're going to be some trade offs, and there's gonna be some choices and you're aiming for a 

meeting in late spring ish where we would make the decision. Not that there's nothing that happens 

before we get to that point in time, and that it is prudent to have a sense of what your criteria are in 

before you finished developing all of the options, so that when you evaluate your options, you know  
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what? We haven't agreed set of things that we're doing to evaluate those options against and that you 

can provide us the information we need to move this forward understanding the trade offs. So there 



was one part of the criteria, though, that I didn't hear in what you said. I'm sure it's embedded in there, 

but I wanted to ask you to speak. Two more more directly and that is about the impact on businesses. 

Both as you know, the construction impact on businesses and then you know we talked a lot about 

housing around there, and I know they're different theories about whether it's housing or businesses 

that drive the transit ridership. But can you speak to how that how how the role of businesses either 

impacted by construction or beneficiaries of the ridership is being factored into the criteria that you're 

looking at things. Sure so I'll take the first step of that, so obviously , construction will be disruptive in 

some form or fashion. But there are different levels of that and different techniques and different  
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construction methods. Will lead to that. So as we work our way through some of the conversations 

about at grade tunnel and, you know, simplified underground and elevated. We'll take that into account 

as we move forward, as far as you know the big picture of the long game on it. I think, it's been shown 

across the nation that, light rail systems, you know, put a lot of people in front of businesses every single 

day riding through whether it be a bus, whether or not be a light rail by rail system, so I think a lot of 

businesses will will greatly, you know. Have a positive impact at the end of the day, but there is going to 

be I mean, I don't want sugar coat it for anybody there. There's impact on every construction project, 

whether it be a street project that utility project or light rail project, it will be difficult and when you're 

looking at something as massive as we're looking at, it's going to take a special  
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team and a special consideration to work with businesses. As you move forward, and I know we've 

talked about a lot of lessons learned. Jen and I both come from the Phoenix area where we put in some 

business assistance programs and some different things during during construction to help businesses 

along very construction. You speak to the criteria part. So I'm not saying you're not paying attention to 

businesses, but if we're going to be evaluating different options, I'm trying to understand. They're not on 

your chart unless there is a euphemism for them that are. I missed it, which is also possible. I want to 

make sure that that as we're evaluating these you know, we're. We're thinking about that, and I don't 

want to get distracted by the construction impact because there's a lot of obviously positive impacts. As 

well. But different scenarios might have different impacts on business. And I'm not. I'm not seeing in 

your criteria. How? How you're how you're thinking about that. No and I really appreciate that 

comment, actually, and a lot of the work we're doing right now is really to characterize what is going on, 

especially at the  
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station areas where you're going to see a lot of the different kinds of impacts. We're talking about 

positive, you know, and maybe less positive during construction or at other times, and so at this point, 

we're really characterizing. What's there for purposes of being able to articulate what some of those 

trade offs are? And I also think that a real benefit of some of the conversations we're having right now, 

especially as part of the community engagement is really to inform the programs that we are 

developing, you know, to reduce those impacts, avoid them or really be in a position to work very 

effectively with businesses. You know when we do get to construction okay again. I think as you're 

thinking about the criteria because the program. Choices of where it goes, etcetera is somewhat 

different than all the other. Programs which I think you have the programs for those. I'm just not sure. 

For the choices that we're looking at, and then the comments that I wanted to make, you know, it's kind 

of building on. You know, these are these are the criteria that we're looking at that we're going to  
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get the options for and evaluate. In addition to the meetings we have here we have all of our council 

committees or cat metro committees. We have started, and added different meeting opportunities 

there for different aspects. And I would, encourage us to continue that this is you know, not there. 

They're going to be lots of different pieces. People are going to be interested in focused on different 

pieces, and using those different forums to allow us to dive deeper. The individual meetings all of those 

things so that when we come to a decision, we can have informed our constituents and gotten the 

feedback we need but also you know, be able to be productive and constructive and in these sessions as 

we move forward, thank you. Thank you. Thank you, mayor. Pretend and chair cooper mayor. Also hr 

cooper, too. It's just too is thank you for this comment. I think when we talk about coming back with 

decision clearly we want to design our conversations with the three  
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boards in a in a well thought that way, and we would anticipate that it's going to be more than one 

convening and mayor pro tem. I think that's a really good idea. We do have structures in place. As you 

know, we have. It's been our intent. Really starting back in may to get out and be in front of not just a 

teepee board. We've been to cap metro. I think we're coming here in December to one of the 

committee's we want to make sure we're having multiple conversations, even if it's the same 

conversation in multiple places to get out and listen, so I think it's a great comment we want to. We 

want to intend fully design our conversations over these next six months. Clearly, our intent is not to 

say. Here you go. And here's an hour meeting. We know that we want to have a dialogue with the 

community and with you, and that's bringing everyone along, and you have our commitment that that 

walker well, I appreciate that, and just a quick where we're in uncharted territory. The documents we 

drew did not contemplate as being here. It. We need to think about how we go forward. Practically from 

a  
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government standpoint from a decision making standpoint. There's a lot of education that we need to 

do. I don't take it for granted that, for example, the ridership models that we did that led to the decision 

to get a light rail or still they may or may not still be good. I don't know, but we all agree. We want to be 

data driven and all this and not just because we like shiny trains. Which we do. It kept metro, but we 

need to do the work here. And. And that work covers a broad spectrum of things I think and so I applaud 

the enterprise that we have formed here and just say we've got to do that all the course corrections and 

do the work to get to the right result as quickly as we can, because time is money and public expects us 

to be good stewards of their money here. Thank you. Councilor member kitchen. Yeah, yes, I just very 

quickly. I would. I think a lot of people have already said some of the things I meant to say, and I think 

what  
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the direction you're going into with a number of meetings and conversations is good. I don't want us to 

leave or the public to leave thinking that well, we've suggested is that we're not gonna do light rail. So 

with all due respect to your cooper, I appreciate what you're saying. You know, and it is important that, 

that ridership is key, and I think it's one of the criteria in here. But I also don't want to leave the 

impression that we're backing off on light rail. We've had a long conversation that led up to the 

decisions around proceeding with light rail. And to the extent that any conditions might be different, 

yes, everything's to be discussed, but I also don't want this to be taken. As oh, now everything's on the 

table and we're going to revisit all the decisions that we made. I don't think we want to do that. I think 

we want to recognize the impact that costs have had in the environment we are in currently, and I trust 

that our staff are doing that. And when  
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you know options come back in the spring that can all be discussed. But I just want to be mindful of. Just 

from my perspective, I want to make that statement that I want to be mindful that we went through a 

long process to determine that that light rail, check the boxes on a lot of different things which have not 

changed. So thank you. Member kitchen. Who did? I skip? Did I miss anybody? No. So, with that. I really 

like to thank the staff again for your wisdom and the heavy lift that y'all have done. If again I'd like to 

reiterate that there is a lot of really robust data that has been published with their annual report. I 

encourage everyone to please download it. Take a look at it. I specifically love the quote from Alvin 

livingstone, where he says project connect bridges, communities, builds connections  
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and connects us all. So with that, I'd like to open it up to church rebellion for any closing remarks, and 

then you may rattler for any final thoughts. So. Well, I think it was a productive day. I think certainly, 

staff gave us a lot to think about. I think that our colleagues have have also opened open the door on a 

number of things. And when I looked at at, and board member cooper's comments basically what it said 

to me was, you know, we we've always got to do a current state analysis and we have always got to be 

prepared to, to understand that not only where we are but but what our priorities are, if they are 

shifting and I think that's healthy. Continuous improvement is something that I believe that we should 

be committed to. So with that being said, I am I am pleased that we did meet today. I am committed  
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to making sure that we continue to meet regularly. Are we ready for us to call the meeting? As it were? 

Okay then I will. Then we will adjourn the meeting for the kid from the cap. Metro board members point 

of view. At 3 48. Thank you, Radler. Just real quickly. I want to say, I think this conversation is really 

good, obviously really necessary for us to have you know, as part of this process, we were all reading 

that analysis that was done of transportation expansion projects around the world. Many of which had 

gone. Off the rails, so to speak. And there was an analysis of why was that they had when you looked at 

those most of those went off the rail. Because they did this part of the process wrong. Because they 

didn't stop to do this work with the additional information to make sure that we were making the best 

choices that death at  
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the point in time as we were moving forward that inertia move them past decision points without them 

deliberately making them and. I feel quite frankly reassured that in this city we're not doing that. So I 

would also join them. My colleagues here at 3 48 to adjourn the city council part of this meeting. Thank 

you, mayor. And I would be remiss to not recognize the expertise and your dedication Greg in leading 

this team. The success and managing a very complex set of challenges. And so it's admirable. We see it. 

We recognize you and we thank you. So with that I really any final thoughts from our executive 

directorate. Gina Dottie. I really appreciate working so closely with all of you and Spencer Kronk, our city 

manager. Your staff is remarkable. Really  
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remarkable and they really deserve an applause because there really are incredible. Thank you for 

hosting us today. Thank you. If there's no more further comments, I like to call this meeting of the Austin 

transit partnership adjourned and the time is 3 50 pm thank you, everyone. 


